If you see a downed power line:

**STOP, GO BACK THE WAY YOU CAME, and TELL AN ADULT!**

Linemen wear special equipment, use special tools, and have gone through many years of special training to learn how to be safe around electricity and high voltage electrical equipment. Do not play on or around transformers and other electrical equipment.

**DANGER**

**HIGH VOLTAGE**

Watch for these important signs, and if you see them—stay away!

COLOR THE LINEMAN AND HIS SAFETY EQUIPMENT.
It takes toughness and grit to be a PUD 3 Lineman. Our work crews go out in every type of weather to build and maintain the electrical system in Mason County. They are the first responders when an outage occurs, or when power lines get taken down. Their work can take them 75 feet in the air, or underground into a vault. Electricity is very dangerous, so our lineman need proper training and personal protective equipment (PPE) to be safe on the job.